Using the Chicago Homer to Browse for a
Passage
One of the tools available online to help with word studies is the Chicago Homer. This document
provides worked examples of how to browse for particular passages in a given text.

What is the Chicago Homer?
The site describes itself as “a multilingual database that uses the search and display capabilities of
electronic texts to make the distinctive features of Early Greek epic accessible to readers with and
without Greek.”
Texts available are:







Iliad
Odyssey
Theogony
Works & Days
Shield of Herakles
Homeric Hymns

If you do not know any Greek, or very little, you might find the line-by-line translations useful. Please
note, however, that these translations are under copyright so these notes will cite only very short
passages.

Types of Investigation
Amongst other things, you can use Chicago Homer to:






Browse for particular passages in a given text: (this guide)
Compare and investigate Greek terms (see pt 2)
Track phrases: (see pt 3)
Carry out searches for related words (see pt 4):
Perform detailed searches (see pt 5)

Please see the other guides in this series for more details. There is also a video demonstration on Hour
25 http://hour25.heroesx.chs.harvard.edu/?p=9128
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Browsing: Summary of Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter the site.
Select Browse
Choose the text you want to look at
Enter the Book and Line number
Select Retrieve

Select Next or Previous to step through the pages.
Browsing: Worked Example
In this example, you will go to line 771 of Scroll V in Iliad.
1. Go to the Chicago Homer website http://digital.library.northwestern.edu/homer/

2. Click ENTER
A new window opens:
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3. Select the Browse menu tab at the top if it is not already selected. The background is black
when selected.

4. Select the tab with the name of work you want to look at, in this case The Iliad.
Entry boxes appear for the work, in this case with spaces for the Book and Line numbers:
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5. For Book, enter 5, and for Line, enter 771.
6. Click Retrieve.
The text is displayed, starting from a few lines before, so you can see the line in context. The
line you requested is shown in bold:
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7. Notice that the English translation appears beneath the Greek. It is, more or less, line-by-line,
although because English word order is different from Greek, an English word will occasionally
appear on a different line.
8. Next we will go to Odyssey ii 421.
Select the tab for The Odyssey then enter 2 for ‘Book’ and 431 for ‘Line’, then select Retrieve.
The passage is displayed:
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9. To see the lines before this passage, select the Previous button.
The previous page is displayed, starting at line 239.
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10. To return to the original page you requested, select the Next button.
11. From this page (starting at line 427), notice that the last line shown is 434, which is the end of
this book. From here, the Next button will not be able to retrieve another page.
12. Instead, set a new browse request, starting at Book 3, line 1, and select Retrieve.
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13. To return to the passage in Iliad, select the tab The Iliad, and you will find your first passage is
still available (focusing on Book 5, line 771).

Change Display Preferences
You can use the Options tab to change how you display the text. For example, if you are not familiar
with the Greek alphabet, you can check the box for an option to display a transliteration:
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Now when you select the Browse tab, the text will include a line of transliterated Greek:
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